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Outline of Topics
• I. Overview of Batture and
Corresponding Legal Issues:

• III. Legal Servitudes & Other
Restrictions on Use of Batture:

• The Problem of Definition

• Federal Regulation of Batture

• Ownership of Batture or Alluvion

• Rights of Riparian Owners, Third Persons

• Acquisition/Transfer of Batture Rights

• Rights of Public, State

• II. Issues Relating to Title Examination: • IV. Sample Title Exceptions
• Legal Descriptions

• Rights of Levee Board

• Surveys

• Rights of Dock Board

• Batture & Acquisitive Prescription

• Rights of Federal Government, etc.

• Apportionment of the Batture
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The Problem of Definition:
Statutory Definitions of Batture
• Unfortunately, there exists no

statutory definition of the term
“batture.”

• La. R.S. 38:281 simply refers to

“batture” as “having the same
meaning as that term was defined
by the courts of this state as of
the effective date of the
Constitution of Louisiana.”
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The Problem of Definition:
Constitutional Definitions of Batture
• The Constitution of 1974 also refers
to batture in Article 6, Section 42, in
reference to the state’s authority to
appropriate batture for levee
purposes, but still provides no
definition
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The Problem of Definition:
Definitions of Batture
• Former La. R.S. 48:493 – which addressed compensation due to
owners of land over which a public road is constructed – provided
what was perhaps the closest statutory definition of batture, before it
was repealed in 2012:

• “[T]he rights of persons to any batture or alluvion already formed
or which may be formed on the front of any tract of land which
lies on [a] navigable river or water course within the state.”
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The Problem of Definition:
Jurisprudential Definitions of Batture: Natural Bank
• Historically, Louisiana courts generally relied upon one of three different
judicially-crafted definitions of the term “batture.”

• One line of cases defined “batture” as consisting of the area between the

ordinary low and ordinary high water mark of a river – or the “natural bank”
of the river.

• This definition came from both federal and state cases: General Box Co. v.
United States, 351 U.S. 159 (1956); Boyce Cottonseed Oil Mfg. Co. v. Bd. of
Comm’rs., 170 So. 506 (La. 1926).
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The Problem of Definition:
Jurisprudential Definitions of Batture: Riverbed
• A second line of cases defined “batture” as the land

formations below the ordinary low water mark of a
river – essentially defining it as the bed of the river.
Morgan v. Livingston, 6 Mart. (O.S.) 19 (La. 1819).
• The court in Morgan based its decision on the fact
that “batture” is derived from the verb “battre” –
meaning “to beat.” Therefore, the court reasoned
that “in its grammatical sense . . . because a batture is
beaten by the water” it was used to “denote a bottom
of sand, stone, or rock mixed together, and rising
towards the surface of the water.”
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The Problem of Definition:
Jurisprudential Definitions of Batture: Alluvion/Accretion
• The majority of cases, however, have defined
“batture” as being synonymous with
“alluvion” or “accretion” – the lands formed
by deposits of material or by receding waters
on the banks of a river.
Alluvion/Accretion of
Gravel/Sand

↑
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The Problem of Definition:
Jurisprudential Definitions of Batture: Alluvion/Accretion
• The most recent cases addressing the issue, however, have attempted to
“blend” this definition with the first – acknowledging that while batture is
“of alluvial origin,” it also comprises all of the land between the ordinary
low and high water marks, the latter of which was redefined as “the highest
level the river reaches during annual seasons of high water.”
Borgenmouth Realty Co., Ltd. v. Parish of St. Bernard, 2013-1651 (La. App. 4 Cir. 5/21/14), 141 So.
3d 891 (citing DeSambourg v. Bd. of Comm’rs of the Grand Prairie Levee Dist., 621 So 2d 602 (La.
1993)).
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Ownership of Alluvion:
Scheme of the Civil Code - Rivers
• Alluvion is granted to the owner of the
adjacent river bank (the “riparian owner”) as
a right of ownership accessory to the riparian
ownership right by operation of law.

• The right is thus inherent in the ownership
of the riparian property, and results from
both natural and municipal law.
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Ownership of Alluvion:
Scheme of the Civil Code – Lakes, Oceans, Waterways
• However, a riparian property owner who owns

land adjacent to alluvion on the shores of the sea,
an arm of the sea, or a lake, does not enjoy rights
of ownership of alluvion.
• Instead, accretions or alluvion to the seashore or
the shores of a navigable lake belong to the State.
• Accretions or alluvion adjacent to an “arm of the
sea” also belong to the State – Lake Pontchartrain,
for example, has been classified as an “arm of the
←
sea.”
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Acquisition of Alluvion or Batture:
Transfer of Riparian Estate
• Rights in anticipated future elevated alluvion
are transferred as accessories to riparian
estates without express mention in the deed
of transfer, until the point that the alluvial
soil has so built up in extent as to be
susceptible of ownership separate from that
of the riparian estate itself.

• If the batture has formed such that it

appears above the water at its ordinary level,
it is susceptible of ownership.
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Acquisition of Alluvion or Batture:
Transfer of Riparian Estate
• If, at the time of sale, the batture is sufficiently visible and appears permanent, it must be
specifically mentioned in the Act of Sale of the riparian estate in order to be transferred.

• This rule applies regardless of whether the batture arose naturally, or was instead
accelerated or indirectly caused by man-made activities.
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Acquisition of Alluvion or Batture:
Future Batture Rights
• An interest in all future rights to batture and accretions may be reserved in a sale of land
fronting on a river, according to case law.

• However, an 1892 Louisiana Supreme Court case suggested that the “mere hope” or

anticipation of future batture cannot be transferred or reserved separately from the riparian
estate. The two transfers must occur together.

Must include
reference to the
batture →
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Acquisition of Alluvion or Batture:
Public Roads or Levees
• A riparian owner’s right to his or her batture

is not adversely affected by the intervention or
construction of a public road and/or levee
between the riparian estate and the river’s
edge.

• This scenario, however, likely results only

where there exists nothing susceptible of
private ownership between the road/levee
and river.
Mississippi River Levee & Public Road
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Particular Descriptions & the Transfer of Batture:
Proper Language for Conveyance
• Careful consideration should be given to the precise

language in Deeds purporting to convey transfers of
batture.
• The following provisions/language have been confirmed
as properly conveying batture when referenced in a Deed:
• The phrase “front to the river” entitles the purchaser to the
river for his boundary and conveys the riparian estate and the
accessory batture rights

• The phrase “together with all the batture, accretion, accession and
“Front” to the

“River”

riparian rights” has also been confirmed to properly convey
batture, when included in the legal description.
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Particular Descriptions & the Transfer of Batture:
Improper Language for Conveyance
• The term “Front to the Levee” does not convey

batture rights if there is additional property between
the levee and the river susceptible of private
ownership.

• Property described as bounded on the side nearest

the river by its batture did not include the batture
itself as part of the conveyance.
• A legal description conveying a lot with the
“privilege and usufructs of the batture in front of
said lot” against a subsequent grantee of a tract on
“descending bank or bayou, with a front on the
bayou” did not convey rights in batture.
“Front” to the

“Levee”
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Failure to Adequately Transfer Batture Rights
• As the previous cases demonstrate, it can be very difficult to

determine whether rights to batture were actually conveyed in
examining the chain of title for a riparian estate – especially
where there is no information available as to whether the
batture was visible at the time of that particular conveyance or
transfer.

• If it cannot be proven that batture was transferred, the

ownership of the batture presumptively remains with the
transferor.
• Accordingly, due to the requirement of reliance on the public
records, the last owner of record of the batture would have to
be examined to determine current ownership.

Chain

Of

Title
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Failure to Adequately Transfer Batture Rights
• However, the standard of title review and examination that is implied and/or

required by the case law is often impossible to undertake, as a practical matter.

• In theory, it would require an abstract reflecting each transfer beginning with the

transfer from the sovereign, and moving forward in time, requiring each document
in the public records to be examined to determine whether it accurately conveyed
rights to batture.

• Without the pre-approved language or descriptions, contemporary surveys that

could verify the historical existence of alluvion or accretion would have to be
procured to determine whether the transfer did in fact convey rights to batture.
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Other Issues Relating to Title Examination:
Surveys: Other Considerations

>
• Caution: Even where a legal description refers to batture rights, but an
annexed survey shows a restriction or limits the land sold, excluding the
batture, the rights to the riparian estate and batture are not conveyed because
the survey, not the description controls.
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Other Issues Relating to Title Examination:
Surveys
• The batture at Algiers point serves as a good example of the importance of surveys:
Early legal
descriptions
described Lots
“X” and “Y” as
comprising
Square 12
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Other Issues Relating to Title Examination:
Surveys
• Both lots were described
by their 2 “side lines
extending to the
Mississippi River”; and

• The legal descriptions for
both lots included all
“rights . . . Of batture or
accretion whether the same
is now formed or
thereafter to be formed.”
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These two lots were
located behind the old
levee abutting the
Mississippi River

“Old” Levee

Lots “X” and “Y”
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• After a new levee was built,
however, these Lots became
part of the batture as they
were located between the
levee and the River:
• These Lots illustrate the
importance of comparing
historical and contemporary
surveys, along with their
corresponding legal
descriptions to accurately
define what property was or
is being conveyed

“Old” Levee

Lots “X” and “Y”

“New” Levee
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Other Issues Relating to Title Examination:
Surveys
• Description of long apportionment property to be sent by Michael
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• Riverlands v Fleeting v. Ashland Plantation, 498 So. 2d 38 (La. App. 1 Cir. 1986) involved
an appeal by the plaintiff – River Lands Fleeting (“RLF”) against a summary
judgment granted in favor of the defendants – Ashland Plantation & others
(“Ashland”) as to the ownership of property in West Baton Rouge Parish referred to
as “Solitude Point.”

Solitude Point

Mississippi River
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• Ashland had acquired the Solitude Point property on October 30, 1969, by an Act

of Exchange that purported to also convey the “uplands” of the property.
• The trial court had agreed with Ashland that this language had granted them
ownership of the alluvion after defining “uplands” as “land bordering on bodies of
water.”
• Accordingly, it held that Ashland was entitled to the ownership of Solitude Point
due to its 10 year good faith possession, and the fact that the area was an “alluvial
addition to the defendants’ upland property.” In finding that it had possessed the
area in good faith for ten years, it further reasoned that the fact that the property
deed lacked a description of the batture was not dispositive.
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• On appeal, the Court upheld the Trial Court’s holdings, dispensing with
RLF’s numerous assignments of error.

• First, it found that, contrary to RLF’s contentions, Ashland had in fact been
in uninterrupted physical possession of the property in good faith for ten
years: “As the property . . . is alluvion, the possession of the ‘uplands’
extends by operation of law to include such batture . . . in the absence of
actual physical adverse possession of the batture by someone else.”
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• In so finding, the Court declared that “it is the civil code that determines ownership

to such land formation, not a judicial decree nor a property description.”
• The Court then proceeded to confirm the trial court’s holding that Ashland had
acquired just title, noting that because the civil code determines ownership, it did
not matter that Ashland’s deed lacked a detailed description of the batture.
• Concluding its analysis of what it termed “so-called title problems,” the Court
observed that the issues related only to the exact dimensions of the batture, which it
did not consider to be pertinent to the question of ownership – “alluvian ownership
attaches to the property conveyed by operation of law, [so] it need not be described
with particularity.”
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• Though River Lands Fleeting remains
unchallenged, reliance on its holding could
present problem for the title practitioner.

Right Issues?

• For one, the court’s analysis appears to gloss
over the fact that the real issues involved
possession and acquisitive prescription, rather
than merchantability of title to batture in the
public records.
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• Further, the decision suggests that there should be no requirement for a
description of the batture in a deed – a concept that is clearly contrary to the
established jurisprudence.

• Finally, the court’s reliance on prior cases for the proposition that any rights
to future accretion are accessory to a riparian estate, it fails to acknowledge
that once the batture becomes so permanently visible so as to be susceptible
of private ownership, it can no longer be subject to any reservation of rights
contained in a prior deed.
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Batture & Acquisitive Prescription
The River Lands Fleeting Case
• The court also failed to acknowledge any examination of the prior chain of
title, which could have assisted in determining whether batture had ever been
conveyed.

• For these reasons, practitioners should be wary of completely relying on the
court’s decision in this case.
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Introduction

• Under perfect circumstances, all batture would build up and accrete in perfectly equal portions
in front of each riparian owner’s estate.

• Since Louisiana’s climate is clearly not conducive to this, weather-related events such as floods,
storms, and/or man-made causes instead result in unequal and inconsistent development of
batture throughout the State.
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Initial Attempts
• The first attempt at outlining a rule for the apportionment of batture was provided

in Article 508 of the 1825 Civil Code, which observed that “[i]f an alluvion be
formed in front of the property of several riparian proprietors, the division is to be
made according to the extent of the front line of each, at the time of the formation
of the alluvion.”

• While simple in theory, this definition was interpreted in a variety of different ways
by both courts and commentators.
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Prolongation of Lot Lines?
• In one of the first cases to address the issue, the

Louisiana Supreme Court held that it was
improper and “contrary to the spirit as well as the
letter of the law” to simply prolong existing lot
lines out onto newly-formed alluvion.

• In support of its holding, it reasoned that any

division lines must be drawn such that “each of
the riparian proprietors shall have such
proportion of the alluvial soil as the total extent
of this front line bears to the total quantity of the
alluvial soil to be divided.”
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Prolongation of Lot Lines?
• 40 years later, the Supreme Court again revisited the issue of whether it was proper to
simply extend lot lines outward, this time reaching a seemingly different conclusion.

• In Newell v. Leathers, the Court reached a somewhat confusing holding, first suggesting that
the lot lines simply be extended, but then stating that such liens could be “parallel, or
convergent or divergent.”

• The only clear assertion that the court offered was its rejection of the possibility of
apportioning the batture on an area or acreage basis.

• The case’s inconsistencies may be explained by the fact that the batture left to each of the

owners was almost exactly equal to that which they owned originally – thus leaving the more
common issues arising in apportionment unanswered.
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Prolongation of Lot Lines?
• This aerial photo
from google
maps
demonstrates
some of the
potential
problems with
apportioning
batture by
prolonging lot
lines:
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Proportionality?
• Another 50 years later, the Supreme Court
appeared accept a rule of proportionality in the
1941 case of Akard v. City of Shreveport, 200 So. 14
(1941).

• There, the Court apportioned the batture “in the
proportion which the total extent of the front
line of this triangular parcel bears to the total
quantity of the alluvial soil to be divided.”
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Final Consensus?
• In 1960, the Court offered what is considered the most in-depth analysis of
the apportionment issue in Jones v. Hogue, 129 So. 2d 194 (La. 1960).

• In that case, the alluvion began to form first in front of the Hogue Tract, but
then gradually extended in front of the Jones/Barker Tract – across the front
of both properties.

• The lots’ positions and the stages of development of the alluvion were such
that the case required analysis of several issues, as shown on the diagram on
the next slide.
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Diagram of Hogue Tract,
Jones/Barker Tract, and gradual
stages of Alluvion Formation
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Apportionment of the Batture:
When Should Apportionment be Determined?
• The court first addressed the question of when apportionment

should be made. The Owners of the Hogue Tract contended
that the division is achieved as each particle of alluvion attaches
to the soil.
• The court rejected this assertion, noting that if that were the
case, it would result in a “domino effect” whereby the riparian
owner in front of whose land the alluvion first forms could then
take right to all of the subsequent alluvion, regardless of its
location.
• Instead, the apportionment is to be based on the alluvion that is
formed at the time the action is instituted.
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Apportionment of the Batture:
How Should Apportionment be Determined?
• The Court first acknowledged that there was no “hard and fast” rule to be
applied to the means by which batture is to be apportioned, but then
enunciated its own rule, attempting to take into account what it interpreted
as the common themes underlying the decisions in past cases:
• When alluvion formed in front of the estates of riparian owners is to be divided, two
objects, insofar as possible, are to be obtained: (1) Each owner should receive a fair
proportion of the area of the alluvion, and (2) each should receive a fair proportion of
the new frontage on the water.
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Apportionment of the Batture:
Always Requires Litigation?
• As a caveat, the court cautioned that due to “varying conditions” of each case, no one method
can be prescribed.

• Its rule, however, was then effectively codified in Civil Code Article 501.
• Even so, the “case-by-case” basis suggested by the court in Jones effectively suggests to title
attorneys that “all batture is suggestive of litigation” – a rather undesirable result.

?
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Rights of Riparian Owners:
Structure of the Civil Code
• Article 456 provides that the
banks of navigable rivers are
private things subject to public use
– the riparian owner thus enjoys
only the rights of ownership that
are compatible with public uses.
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Rights of Riparian Owners:
Structure of the Civil Code
• Article 482, however, provides that

regardless of public use, the ownership of
a thing includes the ownership of
everything united with it, artificially or
naturally – thus specifically including
alluvion formed on a riverbank.

• Article 657 also confirms that an owner

whose property borders on running water
can use the water for his own estate.
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Rights of Riparian Owners:
Nature of Ownership Rights: Judicial Interpretations
• For hundreds of years, Louisiana courts have

issued decisions addressing and clarifying the
nature of the ownership rights afforded to riparian
estate owners.

• Early decisions analogized the rights of riparian

owners subject to the public use of the waterways
to a “usufruct” held by the public over the
property held by the “naked owner” of the
riparian estate – confirming that the public rights
are superior.
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Rights of Riparian Owners:
Nature of Ownership Rights: Judicial Interpretations
• Courts have also held that the ownership of
batture extends to buildings and other
constructions on the batture that serve
commerce, navigation or other public services,
such as wharves and docks.

• His ownership of these structures, however,
cannot interfere with the public use of the
batture.
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Rights of Riparian Owners:
Nature of Ownership Rights: Judicial Interpretations
• Riparian owners who live in larger cities or whose
property lies within the limits of a deep water
port commission may also construct their own
wharves, docks, buildings or other structures on
the batture, so long as they serve a public
purpose.

• Whatever structures they build, however, will be
subject to public control, and the government
may expropriate them as needed.
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Rights of Riparian Owners:
Nature of Ownership Rights: Judicial Interpretations
• Pursuant to statute, a riparian owner in an
incorporated city can institute an action against
the public authority to obtain a decree that
confirms the batture in question is free of all
public servitudes and is held completely and
privately by the owner.

• Such a decree also has the effect of declassifying
the property as batture, however.
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Rights of Third Persons to Batture:
Mineral Rights
• La. R.S. 9:1151 provides that changes in
the course of a navigable waterway
and/or its batture that affect ownership
of the accompanying property do not
have any affect on pre-existing mineral
rights, royalties, or leases.
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Rights of Third Persons to Batture:
Servitude Owners
• A party who has servitude rights over

property that becomes batture, or is
changed due to accretion or dereliction, will
not lose their servitude rights due to a
“temporary inundation” of their property.

• Instead, a “temporary inundation” is

considered a mere “material obstacle” to the
exercise of the servitude, and it will resume
as soon as the water recedes or the land
changes, unless prescription has run.
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Rights of Third Persons to Batture:
Usufructuaries & Mortgages
• Civil Code Article 563 confirms that a

usufructuary has the right of enjoyment to
any land that is increased or results from
accretion or alluvion.

• La. R.S. 9:5391 also permits a mortgage of

immovable property to apply all “accessions”
of the property – presumably, included the
batture. This application of the mortgage can
be made “without further description, action,
or amendment.”
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
Introduction
• The Federal Regulations that apply to batture are exhaustively extensive, and comprise
the entirety of Title 33 of the United States Code – 52 chapters and over 4,000
separate statutes.

• Out of all of the topics covered by Title 33, the powers granted to Congress by the
Commerce Clause and the concept of the “federal navigational servitude” is most
pertinent to an analysis of Federal Regulation of Batture
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
The Commerce Clause

• The Commerce Clause affords Congress the authority to regulate the nation’s interstate
waterways for purposes of regulating commerce.

• In this context, various courts have interpreted the Clause to include the power and

control over all “navigable” waters of the United States that are accessible from a State
other than those in which they lie.
• To determine the extent of Federal control over such waterways, the term “navigable”
therefore required clarification and definition.
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
The Commerce Clause: “Navigable” Defined
• The first judicial interpretation of the term “navigable” was

provided by the Supreme Court in The Daniel Ball, 77 U.S. 557
(1870).

• In that case, the court defined “navigable waterways” as those that
are “used or are susceptible of being used, in their ordinary
condition, as highways for commerce, over which trade and travel
are or may be conducted in the customary modes of trade and
travel on water.”
• Under this definition, the commerce clause has expanded federal
regulation to non-navigable tributaries, waters that at one time
were navigable but are no longer, and waters potentially navigable by
“reasonable improvement.”
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
The Federal Navigational Servitude
• The Federal Navigational Servitude is also derived, in

part from the Commerce Clause, but distinct in that it
addresses (and relieves) the government’s obligation to
pay just compensation for acts that interfere with the
ownership or riparian estates.

• Unlike typical “takings” or “eminent domain” actions,

courts have observed that the government is not required
to compensate private owners for such acts, because all
riparian ownership is assumed to be subject to the
expectation of control and regulation by the government.
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
The Federal Navigational Servitude
• The Supreme Court has suggested certain factors that require consideration in
determining whether Federal Navigational Servitude applies to a waterway:
• Can the waterway be navigated in its natural state?
• Does state law recognize a private property right in the riparian tract?

• If a waterway is not navigable in its natural state and the adjacent riparian estates are
recognized as private by the local government, the servitude likely does not apply.

• Other factors to be considered include private investment in the waterway and
governmental consent.
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
Distinguishing the Commerce Power from the Navigational Servitude
• Using its commerce clause power, Congress may exercise control over any of
the previously-mentioned waterways that are considered “navigable.”

• The Federal Navigational Servitude, however, subjects only waterways that are
“navigable” in their natural state to governmental control.
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
Distinguishing the Commerce Power from the Navigational Servitude
• Further, the extent of the two powers
differs:
• While the commerce power permits control
over adjacent lands and other areas to the
extent that they are relevant to commerce;

• the navigational servitude cannot extend
beyond the high water mark of the
waterway to subject bordering lands or
future parts of the waterway that are not
yet underwater.
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Federal Regulation of Batture:
Impacts on Ownership
• Whether the Federal Navigational Servitude
applies to a waterway governs the rights of the
adjacent riparian landowner.

• If the servitude applies, any “takings” of the
property need not be compensated; but if it does
not, the owner must receive just compensation.
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Rights of the Public to Batture:
• The general public’s rights to the batture must be incidental to the navigable nature
of the river – its means as commerce.

• Therefore, the public cannot hunt and/or trap on public batture, or construct roads
on batture, or use it as a means of access to privately owned property.
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Rights of the State and its Political Subdivisions
• Various civil code articles have been interpreted as
conferring powers to the government to regulate the
public use of the batture, and the authority to build
structures and improvements for public use along the
batture.

• These powers may also be delegated by the government.
• Batture may also be used for public river roads or levees,
without compensation to the riparian owners.
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – Levee Board
• As we’ve seen, the titles to riparian estates are often imperfect and
interrelated with title to the corresponding batture.

• Accordingly, many riparian estates are subject to the following exceptions:
• Legal servitude for a public roadway along the shore of the Mississippi River
• Rights of the U.S.A., Louisiana to the property lying below the average high mark
• Rights of Port Commissions
• Rights of Louisiana or USA to build and repair levees
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – Levee Board
• “The rights of the Board of Levee Commissioners of the Southeast Louisiana Flood

Protection Authority as the duly authorized agent of the State of Louisiana pursuant to
constitutional and statutory authority as the administrator of a servitude over the levee
within the property, which servitude is for purposes of constructing and maintaining a levee
sufficient for flood control protection within the levee district.”
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – Dock Board
• “The rights of the Board of Commissioners of the Port of

New Orleans as the duly authorized agent of the State of
Louisiana pursuant to constitutional and statutory authority,
as the administrator of a servitude over the banks and
batture of the Mississippi River, which servitude is for the
purpose of servicing the commerce and navigation of the
Port of New Orleans.”

• “The right of the Board of Commissioners of the Port of
New Orleans to regulate the use and occupancy of any
wharves located upon the land described in Schedule A
herein, as provided by law.”
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – U.S. Government
• “Right of the United States Government
to change and alter the harbor, bulkhead
or pierhead lines adjacent to the land
described in Schedule A herein, to
establish harbor, bulkhead or pierhead
lines different from the present lines and
to take improvements lying riverward of
the levee wall, with or without just
compensation.”
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – Water Marks
• “The true and actual location of the high and low
water lines of the Mississippi River or the
dimensions or acreage where any batture is
included.”

• “The true and actual location of the high and low

water lines of the Mississippi River or the
dimensions or acreage where any batture is
included.”
• “Rights of the United States of America, State of
Louisiana, and the public generally, in and to that
portion of the property lying below the mean high
water mark of the Mississippi River.”
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – Navigable Waterways
• “Any servitude imposed for public use of
the shore of a navigable river.”

• “Legal servitudes in favor of
governmental entities for the making or
repairing of levees, roads and other public
works along navigable rivers.”
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – River Road Servitude
• “Servitude for River Road (also known as
Jefferson Highway or Louisiana Highway No.
18, formerly No. 30) traversing the land.”

• *Note: the highway numbering should be
double-checked - it is many different
numbers and names along the length
of the river!
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Common Exceptions to Title for Riparian Estates:
Sample Exceptions – Apportionment Exception
• “Rights of others as expressed in Louisiana Civil Code Article 501 in and to
the proportional ownership of any accretion, dereliction, alluvion and/or
batture adjacent to, connected with, or comprising the insured estate or any
interest therein.”
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